Heterochromatin is not an adequate explanation for close proximity of interphase chromosomes 1--Y, 9--Y, and 16--Y in human spermatozoa.
Analysis of human spermatozoa and lymphocytes using C-banding techniques and in situ hybridization has shown a higher order packaging of the human genome. Chromosomes are not distributed entirely at random within the nucleus. In particular, chromosomes 1, 9, and 16, carrying large blocks of pericentromeric heterochromatin, and the Y chromosome, carrying heterochromatin in Yq12, are in close proximity to each other within the nucleus and are involved in somatic pairing with nonhomologous chromosomes. In order to determine whether the close proximity of these chromosomes in any way is attributable to the distribution of heterochromatin, double in situ hybridization was performed on chromosomes 1--Y, 9--Y, and 16--Y as well as on 1--X, 9--X, and 16--X-with chromosome X as the other gonosome carrying less heterochromatin-in human spermatozoa. Each pair was found to have a nonrandom spatial distribution. However, comparison of the arrangement of chromosomes 1--Y versus 1--X and 9--Y versus 9--X revealed that heterochromatin cannot be the only cause for the tendency of chromosome fusion, because only the results of the chromosome pair 1--Y/1--X could support this proposition. In conclusion, the heterochromatin effect cannot be, in itself, an adequate explanation for chromosome association, implicating as well other mechanisms.